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Hosting a Workshop
Meet Danielle, the ultimate mantrailing instructor and
enthusiast! With years of experience under her belt,
she's the perfect guide to help you sniff out the
mysteries of mantrailing.

But, wait, there's more! When it comes to hosting,
Danielle is all about customizing the experience to fit
your unique needs and wants. Whether you're a
mantrailing newbie or a pro looking to up your game,
she's got your back.

So, gather your squad and choose your own
adventure, because when you host a workshop, you
get to call the shots. Pick a time and place that feels
like home, and get ready to unleash your inner
mantrailing master!



Build a workshop
To sculpt your ultimate workshop, we've got more options
than you can shake a stick at, including but not limited to:

Half day (3-4 hours) workshops

Full day (7 hours, lunch break included) workshops

2 day workshops

Introductions to Mantrailing 

Advanced trailing workshop  (participants required to have
completed an Introduction with a Mantrailing Global
Instructor)

Themed workshop (i.e. Birthday, murder mystery, fancy dress,
competition)

Rural, urban or somewhere in the middle

Make a request and we will do our best to accommodate you!



Attendee requirements
At our workshops, we roll out the welcome mat for
everyone - humans and pups alike! Here are a few
things to keep in mind before signing up:

We work on a basis of a maximum of 6 attendees overall.
If you wish to trail as the host, you are included in this
number.
The attendees can be total beginners or working towards
progression.
Attendees working towards progression must have
completed an introduction with a Mantrailing Global
Instructor.
If any attendees have special requirements which need to
be met please contact us to ensure adjustments can be
made.
Dog handlers must have 3rd party liability insurance



Venue requirements
No matter if you're a city slicker or a countryside lover, finding
the perfect spot for your next adventure requires a few must-
haves:

The area needs space to run trails from 100-500m in length, in
different directions, have things to hide (buildings, trees,
shrubbery or anything we can use as a natural barrier to hide
people).
Unless requested, the workshop should take place in a quieter or
private area such as industrial estate, outdoor park, rural area.
Toilet facilities must be available at the venue where possible.
Safety – the location should not be near/on busy roads, or safety
hazards such as steep grounds.
Parking for all attendee vehicles, in close proximity to the area we
will be working. Dogs will be asked to settle in vehicles/crates so
this needs to be a safe area.
Please note that Frank ‘n’ Scents Mantrailing will not take any
responsibility for any lost or stolen dogs



Host Responsibilities
If you're up for hosting a Frank 'n' Scents mantrailing
workshop, there are some must-do's to make it a success:

Filling spaces on the workshop (4-6 dog and handler teams) – dogs
not booked on the workshop should not be in attendance.
The host is responsible for the organisation, costs and legal
responsibilities (where applicable) of the trailing venue.
Cover the costs of all associated travel to and from the workshop
venue (travel at 0.45chf per km).
Where applicable, the host will cover costs of flights/public transport,
including costs associated with getting to and from accommodation.
Cover the cost of the instructor’s accommodation where applicable,
Ensure attendees provide their information via our form which will be
sent via email upon booking.
If the event is not filled to it’s minimum, deposits will not be refunded.
In the unlikely event Danielle has to cancel the workshop, full refunds
will be honoured.



instructor Responsibilities

Your instructor is your ticket to a new adventure that's
tailor-made just for you! They've got you covered
from A to Z, making sure you're safe as a house and
having a blast. Plus, they're ready to:

Deliver the content of the designed Mantrailing
Workshop for the host and attendees.
If you choose a themed event, your instructor is
responsible for the organisation of this.
Organise their own travel.
Pay for and organise their own meals and refreshments.
Provide each attendee with a certificate of attendance.



Half day =  375chf with a 100chf non-refundable deposit
Full day = 700chf with a 200chf non-refundable deposit

Plus any accommodation fees and travel expenses (0.45chf
per km) and any costs involved in the host responsibilities
stated on page 6.

The remaining costs of the workshop will be sent via invoice
30 days prior to the workshop start date, or earlier if
confirmed by the host.

The cost of hosting a workshop with Frank ‘n’
Scents Mantrailing is:

Cost of hosting a workshop



HOW TO BOOK...

Contact Danielle via the online

contact form or send an email to:

info@fnsmantrailing.com


